
Bookkeeper's Pathway To
RPA Designation

TAKE YOUR
CAREER TO NEW
HEIGHTS!

A Leading Professional Accounting
Designation To Help You Maximize
Your Potential.



Practising
Bookkeepers

As a Registered Professional Accountant
The More you Learn, The More you Earn!

rpacanada.org info@rpacanada.org
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Bookkeeper's Pathway to RPA Designation

NOW IS THE TIME
TO GET YOUR
DESIGNATION!

Registered Professional Accountant - RPA
Rights & Responsibilities

“The Society of Professional Accountants of Canada offers
a well-structured program to practising bookkeepers as a
pathway to RPA designation. RPA designation provides
you with the necessary knowledge, skills and capabilities
to reach your goals and aspirations as a professional
accountant. The RPA study program is specifically tailored
to provide you with the expertise to analyze financial
information which will give you confidence to take on a
leadership role in Small to Medium Sized Enterprises
(SME).This rigorous education program covers accounting,
finance, taxation, data analytics and ethics for accountants
as foundation to the accounting profession. With RPA
designation we shape the future leaders, successful
professionals and ambitious entrepreneurs.”

Zubair Choudhry, RPA, APA
President & CEO

  Become a Certified Accounting Practitioner.
  Eligible  to sign Compilation Engagement Report.
  Eligible to become Commissioner for Taking Affidavit.
  Qualify to access Ontario Business Registry as an
Intermediary Partner.
  Prepare and file personal and corporate tax returns and
related tax filings.
  Eligible for Error & Omission Liability Insurance as
practitioner.
  Maintain Continuing Professional Development (CPD).
  Follow RPA Code of Ethics.
  Cooperate in the public complaint process if any.
  Cooperate in a Period Practice Review process.
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FINANCIAL 
ACCOUNTING

Financial Accounting is a
comprehensive course that equips
students with a deep understanding
of key concepts and principles in
financial reporting, enabling them to
analyze and interpret financial
information accurately. This course
covers a range of topics essential for
individuals pursuing a career in
accounting, finance, or business
management. Students will gain
proficiency in financial reporting
concepts, the preparation and
analysis of financial statements,
income measurement, assets
valuation, and various advanced
accounting areas.

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING

Management Accounting is a
comprehensive course designed to
equip students with essential skills
and knowledge in cost analysis,
planning, decision-making, and
financial statement interpretation.
This course covers a range of topics
crucial for individuals pursuing
careers in accounting, finance, or
business management. Students will
gain proficiency in various aspects of
cost management, budgeting, pricing
strategies, and performance
evaluation.

BUSINESS LAW

DATA ANALYTICS 
FOR ACCOUNTANTS

The Data Analytics and Technology
in Accounting and Business course
empowers students with the skills
and knowledge necessary to
leverage data for informed decision-
making and strategic insights in
accounting and business contexts.
This course encompasses a
comprehensive range of topics,
enabling students to master data
preparation, analysis, visualization,
and business intelligence
techniques. Students will also
explore the intersection of data
analytics with accounting, auditing,
cybersecurity, and big data analysis
using Python.

INCOME TAX I
This comprehensive course offers a
thorough exploration of income
taxation across diverse sources
within the Canadian context. Delving
into essential topics, the course
encompasses matters such as
taxpayer residency, obligations, and
pertinent regulations. Through a
comprehensive lens, students will
navigate the intricacies of
employment income, income derived
from business activities, depreciation
of capital property, eligible capital
property, and income generated from
property ownership. By examining
these facets, students will gain an in-
depth understanding of the
complexities inherent in the Canadian
income taxation landscape.

INCOME TAX II

Expanding on the groundwork laid
in Taxation 1, this course delves
further into federal income taxation
in Canada. Topics include capital
gains and losses, diverse income
sources, deductions, and the
computation of taxable income
and taxes for individuals and
corporations. This course provides
an advanced exploration of
Canadian income taxation,
equipping students to navigate
complex financial scenarios with
confidence.

Law revolves around connections.
It establishes, oversees, and
resolves conflicts within these
connections, which involve an
individual and another entity in
society. These connections cover
various aspects: individual
interactions with the government,
interactions with society, and
interactions between individuals.
The main goal of this initial course
is to furnish students with
fundamental legal vocabulary and
shed light on legal subjects
relevant to business endeavors.
Special attention will be given to
topics like torts, contracts, the sale
of goods, agency relationships, and
business structures.



Learn – Unlearn - Relearn
An RPA Never Stops Learning!

To manage the financial records, accounting books and related matters, an RPA can do
it better, you must first get proper education and training then manage your career with
ethical behavior, organizational skills, and decision-making power. Only then can you
effectively lead others to achieve maximum results. This designation will help increase
your skills as a professional accountant and a leader in the industry.

You will learn the best practices and principles of successful accounting management,
leading to continuous improvement in information, communication and productive
decision making.

At this comprehensive education pathway to RPA for bookkeeping professionals, you will
learn to communicate more confidently with business entrepreneurs and corporate
executives at all levels within small to medium sized business enterprises, including
difficult customer and employee relationship.

You will foster the professional skills needed to drive performance, orchestrate change,
and develop your team.

You will learn to resolve difficult matters more effectively and gain valuable insights into
coping with stress.

You will expand your interpersonal skills and influence, thus becoming a more
accomplished and respected leader. You will refine your critical thinking abilities, learning
to approach decision-making from a sound, logical perspective with cognitive approach.

In short, you will learn to manage business, people, resources and self!

info@rpacanada.org
1-416-350-8145

www.rpacanada.org

1-877-515-4447


